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BREAKING DOWN & CLOGGING UP
Dear Doctor,
Isn’t that what INFLAM-AGING is all about?
Breaking down = catabolic damage, largely associated with free radical
oxidation.
Clogging up = the anabolic component of pathology …
-

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

build-up of excess dysfunctional cells
build-up of cellular debris
formation of calcium deposits in soft tissues all over the body
build-up of calcium and sterol gunk in the arterial walls
build-up throughout the tissues of inflammatory exudates
build-up of the full gamut of age spots on the skin
development of tissue growths --- both benign and malignant

----- Breaking down & clogging up? Isn’t that the story behind all pathophysiology? Isn’t that the story behind all forms of ImmunoNeuroEndocrine
Stress?
Yes --- you “get it”. You, with NUTRI-SPEC, understand that there is a
catabolic/Dysaerobic component to all patho-physiology --- as well as an
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anabolic/Anaerobic component to virtually every bodily dysfunction. And
combined, the Dysaerobic & Anaerobic aspects of dis-ease and disease, when
inadequately controlled, drive the insidious development of INFLAM-AGING.
Another way to state this is that all your patients are suffering from a
Dysaerobic Imbalance --- just as all your patients simultaneously suffer from
an Anaerobic Imbalance. So --- there is no such thing as “a Dysaerobic patient”
or “an Anaerobic patient”. Again, all your patients are both Dysaerobic and
Anaerobic.
In some of your patients the Dysaerobic aspect of
ImmunoNeuroEndocrine Stress is so predominant in so many tissues that the
individual shows a Dysaerobic Imbalance upon NUTRI-SPEC testing. Similarly,
some of your patients test as “being Anaerobic”. But the point we are making
here is …
YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST ADDRESS BOTH
CATABOLIC/DYSAEROBIC & ANABOLIC/ANAEROBIC
PATHO-PHYSIOLOGY IN ALL YOUR PATIENTS.
And how do you achieve that?
Leonardo da Vinci …

You have heard us quote the brilliant

“SIMPLICITY IS THE ULTIMATE SHOPHISTICATION”.
So think --- how simple is your BALANCING PROCEDURE? It is the only
way to individualize your Metabolic Therapy for every patient. With your
BALANCING PROCEDURE you are determining for each individual the
proportion to which there is failure to defend against catabolic/Dysaerobic
patho-physiology --- relative to inadequate defense against anabolic/Anaerobic
patho-physiology.
For months we have been singing to you variations of the same song --UNDER-SULFATION IS A UBIQUITOUS COMPONENT
OF ALL PATHO-PHYSIOLOGY.

Under-sulfation of membranes can be so devastating that it is a key component
of extreme pathology and death associated with such conditions as Covid,
cardiovascular disease, and many autoimmune diseases. We have been
practically begging you to …
FOCUS …
and learn the best, fastest, and simplest way to empower your patients and
enrich yourself …
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Quoting heavily from the excellent research by du Preez, we have shown
how negative valence sulfur --- Thiosulfate --- your Oxy Tonic --- is critical to the
health of your patients. Regardless of what symptoms or conditions they
present, they are certain to need restoration of membrane sulfation.
BUT --- can you just indiscriminately load up every patient with a truck
load of Oxy Tonic? Absolutely not. And, why not?
Oxy Tonic addresses both the breaking down & the clogging up aspects of
patho-physiology. However, it has a stronger effect on the Anaerobic/anabolic
component of ImmunoNeuroEndocrine Stress. So, if you were to overload
patients with Oxy Tonic you will get an excessive catabolic/Dysaerobic shift --with the potential to exacerbate the oxidative free radical damage typical of a
Dysaerobic Imbalance.
That is why you must understand --- the best and quickest way to restore
sulfation for your patients is through the BALANCING PROCEDURE. With that
clinical tool your patients obtain Thiosulfate in just the right proportion to other
membrane stabilizers and cellular energizers. So, they reap the rewards of
sulfation without upsetting any Fundamental Metabolic Balance Systems.
Individualized for all patients, your BALANCING PROCEDURE not only
gives the essential Thiosulfate to restore proper tissue sulfation --- but
simultaneously gives just the right proportions of Electro Tonic and/or Oxy DPlus to more specifically address the catabolic/Dysaerobic patho-physiologies of
each patient.
In last month’s Letter we began a deep dive into the essence of
cardiovascular disease. We highlighted the sad truth that approximately 50% of
all Americans die of heart attacks and strokes. That means that 50% of your
patients, and 50% of your family, will ultimately succumb to cardiovascular
disease. And (--- face the truth) YOU have a 50% chance of travelling down that
morbid pathway. And a pathway it is. Cardiovascular disease does not come as
a heart “ATTACK” ...
It progresses as insidious INFLAM-AGING of the cardiovascular system =
caused by excess breaking down & excess clogging up. In talking about the
endothelium (the arterial intima), we need to look at the fundamental pathophysiology behind arteriosclerosis. Vascular disease all comes down to
INFLAMMATION.
A chronic inflammatory activation in the arterial intima (due to under-sulfation,
plus oxidative damage, plus a deficiency of the many adaptogens and
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antioxidants found in your Adapto-Max and Oxy-Max) is the fundamental cause
of cardiovascular disease.
Picture the endothelium. ----- (As per du Preez) “The number of Thiosulfate
groups in various domains of the arterial GAGs determines the binding affinity
to fibrinogen and anti-thrombin” --- the critical proteins involved with heart
attacks and strokes.
Of course the blood-flocculating effect of fibrinogen is fundamental to your
NUTRI-SPEC Electrolyte Stress Imbalance. Recall that Electrolyte Stress is
largely about monovalent cations destroying the colloidal property of the body
fluids. The chief offender here is the cation sodium. In addition to all the
wondrous things that negative valence sulfur does for membrane function and
protection, it also powerfully neutralizes the damaging effects of sodium.
This tendency to counteract the effects of sodium in the development of
cardiovascular disease was proved by Revici in animal experiments he did years
ago. Here, in a very general, non-technical way, is a presentation of the series
of experiments Revici did.
Step One:
He fed animals massive quantities of saturated fats and cholesterol in an attempt
to create arteriosclerosis. If you, like so many of your patients, are brainwashed
to accept the common wisdom of our day regarding ingestion of saturated fats
and cholesterol, you will be surprised to learn that it was extremely difficult to
stimulate atherogenesis with the high fat, high cholesterol diet. In other words,
eating high fat and high cholesterol has very little to do with hardening of the
arteries and other aspects of cardiovascular disease.
Step Two:
He fed the animals increasing quantities of sodium, and found that with
excessive sodium added to their diet the animals would produce atherogenic
plaquing --- on saturated fat and cholesterol intakes far, far below what would
cause problems without the addition of sodium.
Step Three:
He then fed negative valence sulfur (your Oxy Tonic) along with the high sodium,
high fat diet and found that …
THE ANIMALS COULD CONSUME LARGE QUANTITIES OF SODIUM
ALONG WITH THEIR LARGE QUANTITIES OF SATURATED FAT
AND CHOLESTEROL, AND SHOW ABSOLUTELY NO EFFECTS OF
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE AS LONG AS THEY HAD
ADEQUATE NEGATIVE VALENCE SULFUR TO
NEUTRALIZE THE POTENTIAL DAMAGE OF THE SODIUM.
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Interesting? Dare I ask, exciting?
Imagine = 2 independent researchers, Revici and du Preez, each brilliant
and (even more importantly …) willing to “think outside the box”, demonstrated --THE “MAGIC” OF YOUR OXY TONIC.
Cardiovascular disease? ----- How are you serving your patients? The
latest health food industry Flavor of the Month to treat this or that effect of CVD?
Forget about “treating” your patients. Rather …
DEFEND & EMPOWER.
Control the breaking down & clogging up = protect them from INFLAMAGING.
INCREDIBLE SPECIAL THIS MONTH …
2 FREE with every 10 you buy:
-

BALANCING PROCEDURE
● OXY TONIC
● ELECTRO TONIC
● OXY D+

-

DISPERSING AGENTS
● POTASSIUM CITRATE
● PHOS DROPS

